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Stellar population synthesis in 1973
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Major progress since then!

    - Balmer lines are an accepted tool
    - Basic models are agreeing on E galaxies
    - Abundances for Fe, Mg, N, C are coming
    - Stellar libraries, tracks, models, web tools (thank

you, BC!)
    - High-quality optical spectra + GALEX + Spitzer
    - Spectra of distant galaxies
    - Increased cooperation
       - Sharing data
       - Controlled tests



Some important data are lagging

 - Globular cluster stellar abundances down to
turn off

 - External globular cluster ages and abundances
 - High resolution  near-IR spectra of galaxies



Under-developed subjects at this meeting

 - GALEX and Spitzer results
 - Young stellar populations
 - Nucleosynthesis theory
 - Distant galaxy observations
 - Galaxy evolution theories



Evidence for extended SFR in RSGs

 - Age differences from different Balmer lines
    - Yes: Graves, Schiavon, Sanchez-Blanquez
      (No: Thomas)
 - Age-related PCA components: Ferraras (Hickson groups)
 - In situ star formation/young stars
    - Bulges: Falcon-Barroso (SAURON)
    - KDCs: McDermid (SAURON)
    - PAHS: Bressan (Spitzer, 2/16 galaxies)
    - LINERS are younger, even old ones! (Graves)
    - Hot young stars: Yi (GALEX, private communication)
  - Kelson: younger ages in distant clusters
  - Saglia: quenching by falling into large clusters

("starvation")



Stronger LINERs have more dust

Lauer et al. 2005



DEEP2 and COMBO-17: Most red galaxies
appeared after z = 1

Willmer et al. 2005, Faber et al. 2005
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Late quenching, a hard stop to star formation?

Quenching
threshold?

Bell et al. 2004, Faber et al. 2005



Quenching scenario: galaxies assumed to arrive on red
sequence at uniform rate starting at time = tinit

Black are pure quenching.

Red are preceded by starburst.

Either one fits.

Tinit -->  z ~ 1.5-2.

Harker et al. 2006
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Quenched models can be made to match the growth
in Red Seq galaxies since z = 1 by tuning zquench

Better?

Harker et al. 2006

zquench = 2



Quenched models fit both color and Balmer evolution

Harker et al. 2006



Mi
0.1 = -19.3

Transition mass
3 x 1010 M

All formed by
environment

BH not avail?

Mi
0.1 ~ -21.0

Satellite/central
Wet/dry xtion

Some by env,
some by wet

mergers

Mi
0.1 > -22.1

All boxy/dry

All by dry
mergers



A SAM based on halo quenching at 2 x 1012 M

Mr = -21.5

Semi-analytic
model by
Cattaneo et al.
2006

Centrals red

Satellites green



Some implications of late formation after z = 1

• Red sequence population is not composed of the same individuals
over time; constantly diluted by late arrivals.

• Cannot model using constant-population models, e.g., passive
   evolution no good; frosting model no good either

• The parent population of late-quenching galaxies is visible within the
blue cloud at low redshifts

?? Does the amount of young stars in an E galaxy signify the time
of quenching, or just the amount of post-quenching "frosting"?



"Downsizing": galaxies form in a wave that starts at high mass
and sweeps down to lower masses -- many aspects of this

 * Small galaxies are forming stars fastest now (Cowie et al. 1996)
 * The Hubble sequence is a mass sequence: redder galaxies are

more massive (Kauffmann et al. 2003: 3 x 1010 M)
 * Model SFR histories show small galaxies form stars later
    - MOPED: star-formation histories versus galaxy mass (Heavens

et al. 2004; Panter 2005)
    - SFR rates vs. stellar mass back in time (e.g., Noeske et al.

2006)
  * Smaller E/S0s quench to Fund Plane later (Treu et al. 2006)
  * Most massive E/S0s were already in place by z = 1 (Bundy et al.

2006; others--controversial)
  * Larger BHs formed earlier (Heckman et al. 2005, Hopkins et al.

2006)



young

dead young

dead

M*crit~3x1010M_

Star formation shuts down above a critical stellar mass

Young = star-forming
Dead = “red and dead”

SDSS:  Kauffmann et al. 2003



"Downsizing": galaxy formation is a wave that starts at high mass
and sweeps down to lower masses -- many aspects

  - Phoenix galaxy reconstruction -- SFR increasing! (Aparicio)
  - Cluster E’s are older than field E’s (Sanchez-Blanquez, Smith)
  - High-sigma galaxies are older (many speakers at this meeting)
  - High-sigma galaxies have shorter SFR times (from Mg/Fe,

Thomas et al. 2005)

      Evidence discussed at this meeting:



Slower progress in some important data

 - Globular cluster stellar abundances to turn off
  - External globular clusters
  - Near-IR spectra



 Group            Sample                                        Age    Mg/Fe    Fe/H       N/H     Ca/H

  San-Bl           Coma RS (Fe4383)                    No       St        No
                        Field RS                                     St         St        Neg
  Smith            Cluster RS, non-SFR/emiss        St         St        Wk
  Kuntschner    Field E/S0s                                 St         St        Wk/No
  Graves           SDSS RS, non-SFR (BPT)         St         St        Wk           St!!      No
  Kelson           Distant cluster RS  (4383)          ?         Neg      St

  Why differences?:  Sample selection: Pure E's vs. E/S0s (Kelson warnings)
                                 Use of Fe4383 vs. <Fe> (Sanchez-Blanquez, Kelson)
                                 Vazdekis vs. Thomas or Schiavon models

Trends in Red Sequence galaxies vs. sigma



Mean SFR histories of E/S0s from age and [Mg/Fe]

Local sample: Thomas et al. 2005

Stellar masses



Meaningful goals for models:

 - Basic isochrones
 - Solar and solar-scaled spectra (empirical-based)
 - Differential response functions (theoretical)

Items in reasonable shape:

 - Ages good to 10%, abundances to 0.1 dex for SSP models
 - In that context, diffusion, rotation, helium NOT important



Key ingredients that need to be improved:

  - Realistic surface boundary conditions with proper
compositions

  - Calibrate mixing length parameter over wide range of
compositions

  - Effect on isochrones of varying individual alpha elements
  - Effect of interior mixing on surface CNO abundances at non-

solar ratios: are N/H and C/H in Egal spectra really main
sequence values?

  - Realistic atmospheres with proper compositions
  - Reliable model stellar spectra from first principles
  - Realistic SFR histories based on plausible scenarios
  - Detailed nucleosynthesis yields for various IMF and SFR

histories



Major open issues:

  - AGB evolution:
     - Maraston: implications for z ~ 2 galaxies
     - Lee: big effect on near-IR colors
  - O abundance:  Do people agree with Guy that O can be

measured from C2, CH, CN, NH?
  - Role of binaries:
     - Sampson: role of non-Type Ia binaries is small
     - Type Ia's depend on binaries
     - Properties vary with σ! not L or stellar mass
     - What if there are fewer binaries at high σ?  Different
       star-forming mode?



Major open issues:

 - Hot stars in old stellar populations:
    - A theory for the horizontal branch
       - Globular cluster color dichotomy (Yi)
    - Origin of UV rising branch
       - Need to calibrate more carefully against galaxy

parameters;  restrict to non-SFR galaxies!
    - HBs will get lost in multiple populations and perturb ages

(Salaris)
          Challenge to MOPED: find horizontal branches?
  - IMF variations:
    - Dynamical tests could be compared to population stellar

(M/L)* (SAURON): model tilt and zeropoint of Fund Plane
    - Nucleosynthesis yields should be computed as a function of

upper IMF slope: what elements should we be shooting
for?



Major open issues:

- Degeneracies: how many independent parameters can be
extracted from a spectrum of a certain S/N?

    - We have broken the classic age-Z degeneracy...now we seek
SFR(Z,t)

    - New approaches at this meeting
      - PCA and related tools (Ferraras)
      - Resolved CM diagrams (Aparicio)
      - Reconstruction tools (MOPED, Panter; STECKMAN, Ocvirk)
      - A problem with positive-definite optimization schemes: they

tend to find clumpy solutions in the face of errors, spurious
bursts, need regularization?



Major open issues:

 - Further tools to break SFR degeneracies:
      - Wider wavelength baseline: GALEX+Spitzer data
      - Measure star-formation rates back in time
      - Compare to formation models and test related predictions

back in time
         - Count galaxies (red sequence)
         - Scaling laws and luminosity functions
         - Model spectra
         - Cluster-field age effects
         - Clustering properties
         - Predicted progenitor properties



Things that keep me awake at night:

 - Blue stars in M67
 - The many oddities of cluster stars
    - Weird abundance ratios: self-enriched, convection,

winds
    - M87 globular UV excesses
 - E galaxies are full of difuse dust⇠♦
 - High EW of Ca triplet in M32



Major clues to E/S0 star formation:

  - Tightness of Mg/Fe with σ!!!  Age and Z are not so
tight.  Correlations with luminosity and stellar mass
are not so tight.  What does this mean?

      - Star formation time is controlled by σ.  Does σ
         determine a time-scale?
      - Type Ia production rate scales inversely with σ?
  - Ca goes with Fe, not other Type II elements.
  - N is steepest dependence of all: secondary element,
    or very massive stars?
  - S0's are different from E's => different formation
    mechanism: starvation vs. merging?



Implications of quenching:

- Can use theory to identify progenitors and compare their
properties to presumed descendants on the red sequence

- Stellar abundance ratios were set up in the disk-like
environments of their progenitors

- Expect recently quenched (i.e., young-looking) objects to
approach solar abundance ratios, as seen

- Expect younger populations to relate smoothly to older
components…solves problem in Trager et al. 2001

- The envelopes of small/medium-sized E's are the outer disks
of spirals

- S0’s are starved, not merged.  Formed in small groups and
outer parts of clusters.  Younger than E’s: need to wait for
clustering mass to cross threshold halo mass 1012 M.

- The scaling laws of red seq galaxies derive from the scaling
laws for their disk-like progenitors.



Future prospects: controlled tests

  - Excellent idea, obviously
  - Analyze model test data first, rather than real data
  - Compare every type of model output directly



Future prospects near term:

- Best near-term models for whole spectrum:
     - Purely synthetic spectra have serious problems
      - Coelho, Martins: systematic errors with Lick indices
      - Peterson: major features still missing (SiH)
      - Worthey: broadband color errors
    - So, best approach is to use well sampled stellar library plus response

functions for the WHOLE spectrum
     - MILES models now very good for solar-ratio models.  Good check
       for everyone.
     ==> Good project: calculate differential response function for WHOLE

SPECTRUM element by element, not just for indices
- New data:
     - SiH?  (Ruth?)
     - Na.    - K: does it go with Mg or Fe?
     - 10-micron bump: a new metallicity indicator?
     - GALEX and Spitzer: fit with broadband models
     - Key Project ideas to get important data:
        - External globulars
        - MWay globular star abundances   - MWay bulge library



What ELTs can do:

    - TMT can see isolated AGB stars to K = 28 AB mag, or
4000 km/s

    - Upper giant branches of ellipticals visible out to Virgo

    - Modeling SFR histories from CM diagrams
    - AGB calibrations in star clusters and field populations
    - SFR histories from resolved stellar populations (Aparicio)
    - Near-IR SBF measurements

And also JWST….!


